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Abstract—requirements bundling is known to help coping with the complexity of large scale requirements engineering. The multiplicity of dimensions of this bundling is not often emphasized, yet causes issues which remain unsolved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As shown in [1], the structure of requirements engineering artifacts is a major challenge within large scale (aka product lines or product families) market driven requirements engineering. We name “requirements bundle” the unit of organisation for this structure.

This paper proposes to orthogonally organise requirements bundling across five major engineering concerns namely “input requirements”, “governance”, “architecture”, “variability”, and “project”. These bundles are often not explicitly prescribed to be scoped independently, driving the impression that requirements bundling is a one dimension problem; where key is the “adequate level of details” - and that a well scoped “feature” will kill all flies in one shot. However, we have experienced in industry that this approach does not scale up.

Therefore, in this paper 1) we discuss the concept of requirements bundles based on the essential engineering concerns and 2) we state the corresponding issues which need further exploration.

II. FIVE ENGINEERING CONCERNS

“Requirements” are a central input to the following five concerns of market driven engineering organisations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. ENGINEERING CONCERNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Input requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. FIVE REQUIREMENTS BUNDLES

In our experience of large scale contexts, the actual unit of management of the five concerns above is not the “requirement”, but orthogonal requirements bundles, one for each concern. These bundles are explained in TABLE II:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. REQUIREMENTS BUNDLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements bundle:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Delta (as in [2])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Variation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Task</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We foresee following issues to be resolved:

A. Moving away from the "everything is requirement" paradigm

Large scale engineering, when focused on unitary requirements, risks breaking apart, reason being 1) an increasing number of requirements, and 2) an attempt to stress out requirements processes as a way to keep control. We propose here to shift the focus from "requirements" towards higher level requirements bundles (see for example the RAM in [4]). This change of habits is sometimes overlooked in the literature.

As an example, release planning of a mobile phone with thousands of requirements is very complex, and one may investigate sophisticated prioritization techniques to address this complexity. We believe that prioritization, as a tool for decision, should focus on "units of decision" (which we call "deltas"). We therefore propose to shift the main focus of release planning from "how to evaluate the priority" towards "how to scope the deltas". Once these are correctly scoped and their number decreases drastically, their actual evaluation is likely to be far simpler.
B. Moving away from the "everything is feature" paradigm

The "feature" is probably the most popular requirements bundle, as pointed out in [5]. The term "feature" often qualifies both the unit of customer requirements (features seen as "selling units" in [6]), the unit of decision (as in release planning), and the unit of variability (as in FODA’s “feature model” in [7]) and sometimes the unit of domain engineering specification (ex. “feature specifications”). Using the same term risks to let one think that the various concerns stated above probably need a single requirements bundle. We, however, have experienced in industry that this does not scale up and may lead to severe failures (as in [8], see also [3]). We therefore avoid the term “feature” for requirements bundles.

C. Scoping requirements bundles

A fundamental challenge of working with requirements bundles is to scope requirements correctly into bundles.

Let us again take the example of the "units of decision". In [9], Smits proposes “5 Levels of Agile Planning”, from "product planning" up to "daily scrum"; and the associated units of decision, from "feature" to "user story" and "task". The scoping of these various units of decision becomes the central planning activity, and the hierarchical planning allows delaying decisions whenever possible. Similarly, Fricker proposes in [10] to model the set of "features" as a tree rather than a flat list, to ensure that the actual decision process can hierarchically first focus on the most important and meaningful decisions, while keeping the ability to progressively refine the focus on smaller grained decisions.

In both cases above, working with bundles requires a fundamental process change from “taking the right decision” towards “scoping the proper unit of decision”. This change will greatly impact the overall engineering organisation.

D. Keeping them all together

Once the bundles are scoped, the challenge lies in “keeping them all together” to maintain a holistic repository throughout the life of the product line. As suggested by Lamsweerde in [11], traceability, as the art of “documenting for evolutions”, may be the way to go. However, the challenge is far from being addressed. Requirements engineering is already known to be complex, and traceability hard to maintain. In a five dimensions space, the combination of the relations is likely to explode, and traceability might no longer be possible.

It is yet to be investigated whether the above complexity increase is balanced by some simplifications in either the requirements or in their relations.

Figure 1 below shows the example context and relationships between the proposed bundles (given in TABLE II) along with the associated engineering concerns (as given in TABLE I).
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Figure 1. Example representation of five engineering core concerns, their associated units of management, and some possible relations.